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1. Seventy-nine percent of member-owned firms are small firms (under 10 

employees).  Large firms tend to have integral leadership training.  What new steps 

will you take to increase access to leadership development for members working in 

small firms? 

Content and communication are the key elements in reaching out to small firms.   

 The creation of an ongoing, robust, curated series of leadership training 

workshops containing current research and thinking on business practice, 

public outreach, business development and technical skills is where AIA 

resources can be invested to enhance the prosperity and future success of 

our small firms.  These programs must be accessible on demand at no cost 

to members in podcasts or accessible video broadcasts.   

 AIA can create peer to peer mentoring that networks non-competing firm 

leaders and senior staff with other members, sharing information about best 

practices leadership issues within their geographic area.  This horizontal 

approach to enhancing leadership skills will strengthen the fabric of the AIA 

and accelerate the growth of our small firm leadership. It will elevate the 

level of competency as a means of elevating the profession at large. 

 An important element for many firms is succession planning.  Consulting 

resources often accessed by larger firms to map the path to successful 

transition are out of reach for small firms.  The AIA should develop 

programs available on demand that can augment the pathways to 

creating a firm legacy and leadership succession. This is a growing issue 

as firm principals reaching retirement age contemplate the future of their 

own firms and the opportunities made available to talented future leaders. 

Researched content that is refreshed regularly and delivered through multiple 

platforms in support of member needs will enhance practice and create strong 

leadership within small firms.  

  



2. What would you say to a small firm practitioner who does not see the value of 

membership, would you do anything differently to increase or promote the value 

AIA provides? 

The small firm practitioner ponders a simple question, “How will I enhance my 

quality of life within the context of my practice?”  It may be survival and paying the 

bills.  It may be the reward of creating a legacy project.  It may be about simply 

collecting fees.  It may be about relevance in an increasingly competitive market.  

The AIA offers the strength of a collective voice, speaking for our profession on 

legislative and regulatory issues affecting every small practitioner; especially 

concerning the threshold of licensed practice and the continuous encroachment on 

the profession.  Membership provides a platform to ensure that small practitioner 

issues are heard and brought forward, keeping a complex practice environment in 

balance. Each member represents an empowered voice through the only collective 

voice that we have, the AIA. 

Technology drives a supply chain that lacks checks and balances.  The cost of 

resourcing a professional with the necessary hardware and software to meet client 

expectations makes capitalizing a small practice precarious.  The AIA must 

advocate with the tech industry on behalf of the small practitioner as a direct 

beneficiary of a rich array of resources. 

The small project is at risk for marginalizing the value of the architect.  AIA provides 

tools for the small firm practitioner to make a compelling case for essential 

architectural services, even on the smallest project.  Those resources include 

contracts, technical specifications, continuing education, professional networking 

and more. We are each small firm practitioner’s trusted advisor, and are dedicated 

to ensuring their success. 

  



3. What do you believe are the prime issues facing small firms? 

As we cycle out of a deep recession, small firms are immersed in a recovery mode:  

 Erosion of the market from unsustainable practice activities.  The 

recession has left firms with a survival mentality in a buyer’s economy.  The 

AIA must share the lessons of well-run firms that provide excellent client 

service and sustainable practices to support this transition. 

 The rising cost of technology and content.  Today’s reliance on 

technology is unquestionable. Tools allow us to better document and 

communicate design in ways formerly out of reach.  The technology 

landscape has shifted.  The AIA has the opportunity to champion small firms 

by working collectively to ensure a competitive technology market to support 

small practice. 

 Reaching an informed and viable market.  The AIA has the resources to 

develop targeted material to educate small firm markets about the value of 

architects.  While firms of all sizes are challenged to be seen as creating 

value, the small firm is often faced with a client base that is inexperienced 

and single project focused. 

 Attracting bright and diverse professionals into the firm.  Each firm will 

thrive by attracting the best and brightest talent.  The AIA can help tell the 

story of a fulfilling career in the context of a small firm, rich with opportunity. 

The variety of experience and the unique character of the small firm are all 

attributes that can provide the framework for prosperity. 

  



4. How do you think the AIA Public Awareness campaign should acknowledge the 

work of small firms across a broad range of project types? 

The public awareness campaign holds great promise in enhancing the migration of 

clients using non-licensed “designers” to using architects. This is especially true in 

residential work: work most often exempt from licensed practice.  

There is a story to be told that resonates with the broad market to build our 

member’s future client base. The second advertisement speaks to the impact of 

good design.  To acknowledge the work of small firms, we must fully grasp the 

breadth of practice of our largest percentage of member firms:  

 The story of a home owner with modest resources who continues to delight 

in the unexpected as their AIA architect creates the remodeling of their 

home. 

 The story of a small business owner whose sales have increased beyond 

expectations due in large part to the physical environment that their AIA 

architect has conceived, and how it has repositioned them to pursue new 

markets. 

 The story of a small country school that is able to provide greater 

resources to their students’ through the thoughtful and sustainable design 

created by their AIA architect, reducing operating costs while providing a 

heathier environment for students. 

 The story of how design thinking by their AIA Architect has created a new 

concept that improves productivity, enhances staff safety, reduces turnover 

and improves the bottom line through the re-imagining of existing facilities. 

We have the opportunity to create vignettes that will target the small firm audience, 

raise the value of all firms and enhance our professional prosperity for the future.  


